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ABSTRACT 

We present preliminary evidence for leading partick: production in hadronic decays 
of the Zo to light quarkapairs using 150,000 events recorded in the SLD experiment 

at SLAC. The highly polarized eledron beam produced by the SLC is used to tag 

quark and antiquark jets, and a signed impact parameter technique is employed to 
reject heavy-flavor events. Charged hadrons are identiiied in the SLD Cherenkov Ring 

Imaging Detector (CRID), and A l i i  are reconstructed using their charged decay modes. 
In a high-purity sample of quark jets, the baryon momentum opectmm is harder than 

that of the antibaryon, and conversely for a sample of antiquark jets, supporting the 

hypothesis that the faster pa&icles in jets are more likely to carry the primary quark 
or antiquark from the Zo decay. Similarly, more high-momentum K -  than K+ are 

observed in quark jets and conversely for antiquark jets, consistent with the hypothesis 

that leading K* are produced predominantly in 8s' events rather than ufi events. 

. 
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1 Introduction 

A well-known feature of hadron-hadron and lepton-hadron interactions is that one 

particular particle in the final state often has a momentum close to the maximum 

permitted. This observation is commonly referred to as the "leading particle effect", 

and it has been related [l] to the quantum number flow &om the initial state to the 

particle in the final state, on the bad8 that the particle which carries more constituents 

of the initial state will have a sizable fraction of the four-momentum of the initial 

state [l]. For example, in p p  collisions there is an especially pronounced leading particle 

effect for protons in the final state, a smaller effect for A's, which contain two of the 

initial quarks, and no effect for antiprotons, which have no quarks in common with the 

incident proton. Several authors have discussed [2,3] the leading particle effect by using 
quark jet models, assuming that valence quarks interact, and the spectator quark or 

diquark systems fragment into jets of particles with low transverse momentum. It has 

been noted that a leading particle effect of the type described above was not observed 

in early e+e- experiments [4], which is not surprising because of the absence of quarks 

in the initial state. 
In this paper we consider a generalized definition of the leading particle effect. We 

define a particle to be leading if one of its constituent quarks is of the same type as a 

primary quark, for example the u or ii in e+e- + Zo 4 uE. Then the experimental 

question is whether the inclusive properties are different for particles that could be 

"leading" and those that could not. 

Evidence from, e.g. lepton production at the Zo [5], suggests that in jets initiated 

by heavy (b,c) quarks, there is a single heavy hadron that &a a large fraction of 

the available energy, and the decays of such particles have been used to measure the 

forward-backward production asymmetries of heavy quarks in e+e' experiments [SI. 

Also, inclusive kaon production asymmetries in Zo decays have been interpreted in 

tirms of 8-quark production asymmetries [7] despite the background fiom decays of 

heavy hadrons in b and c jets. In this paper we consider light-quark jets and take a 
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more direct approach to the rtudy of leading particles. We relect a high-purity sample 
of tagged light quark (and antiquark) jets by atilkkg the large electroweak production 

asymmetry in polar angle induced by the electron bcwn polarization at the SLAC 

Linear Collider (SLC). Having identified quark and antiquark jets, we consider the jets 

separately. We look for evidence of a leading pa;rticIe effect by comparing the e d e d  

momentkn distribution of a given particle with that of its antiparticle in a pure sample 
of quark (or antiquark) jets. 

Baryons provide an unambiguous signature, because a baryon can contain a pri- 

mary quark but an antibaryon cannot. Since a meson is composed of a quark and 

an antiquark, a simple separation of quark and antiquark jets might not produce a 

signal. However, at the Zo, there are different production rates of up- (2' -+ u%) and 

down-type (Zo --$ &-,sS) quarks, and so one might expect a small signal from mesons 

containing combinations like ua' and us'. In addition, if leading kaons are produced 

more often in sa' than uii jets, then a signal might be observed. We present an analysis 
of scaled momentum spectra of A, A, p ,  F, K', K+, z-, and z+, produced in light 
quark jets from hadronic Zo decays collected by the SLC Large Detector (SLD). The 

analysis is based upon the approximately 150,000 hadronic events from e+e- interac- 

tions at the Zo pole obtained in runs of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) between 1993 

and 1995. 

2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection 

This analysis uses charged tracks measured in the Central DriEt Chamber (CDC) [SI and 

silicon Veitex Detector (VXD) [9]. Charged hadrons are identified in the Cherenkov 

Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) [lo]. The trigger and initial selection of hadronic events 

is described in [ll]. A set of cuts is applied in order to select events well-contained 

within the detector acceptance. Tracks are required to have (i) a closest approach to 

the beam d s  within 5 cm, and within 10 cm along the beam a x i s  of the measured 
t 
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interaction point (IP), (E) a polar angle 8 with respect to the beam ax is  with I cos 01 < 
0.80, (E) a minimum momentum transverse to this axis (p~ )  of 200 MeV/c, and (iv) 

a maximum momentum (p) of 50 GeV/c. Events are required to contain a minimum 

of seven such tracks, a thrust a d s  polar angle with respect to the beam within 

I cos & I  < 0.71, and a minimum charged visible energy E6, > 18 GeV when all tracks 

are assigned the charged pion mws. A sample comprbiig 90,213 events passed these 
cuts. Of these, 76,445 events were recorded with a fully operational CRID. 

Collisions at SLC are produced by highly polarized electron beams. For the 1993 

and 1994/5 runs the average beam polarization magnitudes were 63% and 77%, re- 

spectively, and the beam helicity was selected randomly between collisions. The beam 

polarization induces a large asymmetry in the polar angle distribution of quark jets, 

which prefer to follow the electron (positron) beam direction for left- (right-)handed 

beam. Each event is divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the 

thrust a x i s  t', and tracks with p" t'> 0 are defined to have come from a jet with polar 

angle e,, = cos"(t,/ltl), where t ,  is the component of the thrust a x i s  along the electron 

beam direction. The remaining tracks are assigned Oh = cos-'(-t,/ltl). Hemispheres 

with cos 0h > 0.2 produced with left-handed beam and those with cos 6h < -0.2 pro- 

duced with right-handed beam are tagged as quark jets. Hemispheres opposite quark- 

tagged jets are tagged as antiquark jets. The Standard Model at tree level predicts the 

purities of the quark- and antiquark-tagged samples to be about 73%. 

To enrich the sample in primary light flavors, an additional cut is made, based 
on impact parameters of charged tracks measured in the VXD. All tracks passing 

a set of impact parameter quality cuts [12] were required to extrapolate to within 

three standard deviations of the IP in the plane transverse to the beam. The flavor 

composition of the light-flavor sample is estimated from our Monte Carlo simulation 

. 

to be it& : c : b = 85 : 12 : 3. 



3 Charged hadron and A/A analysis 

The identification of charged hadrons uses the CRID and io described in detail in 

Re&. 113,141. Briefly, Cherenkov photons emitted by charged pdicles passing through 
liquid and gaseous radiators are detected in TPCs containing a photosensitive gas. A 
likelihood technique is employed, based upon the number of detected photoelectrons 

and their measured angles, the expected numbers and angles for each charged particle 
hypothesis (?r/K/p), and the -timated background. P'article eeparation is achieved by 
examining the difference in the logarithms of thelikelihoods for the different particle 
hypotheses. 

. 

For each momentum bin, the number of observed partides identified as a given 
type is related to the true production fraction by an &ciency matrix. This matrix 

is determined using high-purity samples of pions from. K, and 7 decays, and protons 

from A 'decays. 'A detailed detector simulation is used to relate these measurements 
to efficiencies for global samples of tracks of each type in Z decays. Efficiencies for 

correctly identifying particles that pass a set of quality cuts are above 80% for most of 

the momentum range 0.5-35.0 GeV/c. There is a gap in K-p separation for momenta 
between 6 and 10 GeV/c. Misidentification rates are below 3% for aU but a few narrow 

momentum regions which have peaks up to 8%. The t&iency matrix is inverted and 

applied to our observed rates of identified particles to obtain inclusive production rates 

of charged pions, kaons, and protons. 

To measure the production of A/A, 811 pairs of oppositely-charged tracks are con- 

sidered as VO candidates if both tracks have (i) at least 40 hits in the CDC, (ii) a 

polar angle satisfying I cos 61 < 0.80, and (iii) p~ > 0.15 GeV/c. A vertex is fitted to 

I each pair, and the probability of the resulting X' is required to be greater than 2%. A 
minimum vector-sum momentum of 0.5 GeV/c is required. The vertex is required to be 

displaced from the IF' by at least 5 standard deviations, which accepts VO candidates 

with fight lengths as low as 2 mm. A candidate is rejected if its vertex is located 

outside of the VXD but includes a track with more than one VXD hit. In the plane 
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perpendicular to the beam, the angle between the vector sum of the momenta of the 
two charged tracks and the line joining the IP.to the secondary vertex is required to 

be less than the smaller of 60 mrad and 1.75 ( 2  + 2 0 / p ~ .  + 5/&) mrad, where p A  is in 

units of GeV/c. 
Kinematidy-overlapped K, are rejected from the A sample only for candidates 

whose vector-sum momentumis below 1.8 GeV/c, as above this momentum the "misiden- 

tifled" K. contribute a uniform background to the pn invariant mass distribution. This 
rejection is done by removing all A/& candidates whose sx invariant mass iS within 

3c7 of the K, mass, up to a msximnm deviation of 30 MeV/c'. This removes approx- 

imately 30% of the sample. Additionally, photon conversions are removed from the 

A / n  sample by requiring that the helicity angle between the Vo flight direction and 

the positive decay track in the V o  rest frame satisfies COSP 2 -0.95. This removes 

approximately 2.5% of the A/& signal. 
The remaining A/A candidates are divided into bins of scaled momentum zp = 

2 p / f i .  In each bin the number of observed A/h are derived from the plr invariant 

mass distributions, where the faster track is assigned the proton mass. See Ref. [14] 
for additional details on the V o  analysis. 

4 Leading particle effects 

Using the samples of q- and @tagged hemispheres described in Section 2, we derive 

differential production rates (per light quark jet per unit scaled momentum) of the 

eight hadrons A, A, p ,  p', K-, K+, x-, and x+. We combine the positively charged 

tracks in the q-tagged jets and the negatively charged tracks in the @tagged jets, and 

perform the analysis described in Section 3 to obtain raw production rates of p ,  K+, 
and ?r+ in q-tagged jets. The same procedure, using the negatively charged tracks in 

q-tagged jets and positively charged tracks in +tagged jets, yields raw rates of p', K-, 
t 

and x- in q-tagged jets. An analogous procedure is employed for A and rates. We 
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subtract the contributions to  these samples from heavy quark events, estimated from 

the Monte Carlo simulation. For each hadron type h, the resulting rates are unfolded 

for the purity of the quark tagging to obtain dif€erential production rates R(q -W h) in 

light quark jets. 

Figure 1 shows these corrected rates as a fnnction of scaled momentum zp = 2 p / 4  

The errors u e  dominated by statistics. Syotematic unct?rtainties from the purity of the 
light-flavor and quark-jet tags and the Subtraction of tracks from heavy quark events 
u e  negligible. Not shown are overall normalization uncertainties of 2% for s, K and p, 

and 3.4% for A. The production of baryons and antibaryons is approximately equal up 

to about zp = 0.1, but differs thereafter. At very high scaled momenta, the data are 

consistent with no production of antibaryons in quark jets. The production of K- and 
K+ is also equal up to zp = 0.1, but at higher scaled momenta there is significantly 

more K- than K+ production. In contrast to baryons’ and kaons, there is no significant 

difference between s+ and x- over our entire measured zb range. 

One way to quantify the leadiig particle effect is to  define the difference between 
particle and antiparticle production rates normalized by their sum, e.g. 

R(q -+ x - )  - R(q -+ n+) 0,- = - 
R(Q -+ x - )  + R(q -+ x+)  

and similarly for DK-, Dp, and DA. The systematic uncertainties largely cancel in this 

variable. Figure 2 shows these normalized differences as a function of zp. For each, 

the differences are consistent with zero at low zp. For the x’s the difference is also 

consistent with zero at high zp, whereas for the others a significant positive difference 

is observed for zP above - 0.15. 

Since the baryons contain no constituent antiquarks, we interpret the positive nor- 

malized differences as clear evidence for leading baryon production in quark jets, The 

steep rise in Dp and DA with increasing zp suggests that baryon production is domi- 

nated by leading baryon production as zp + 1. If production of s*(K*) mesons were 

dAminated by leading meson production, una x-(K-)  were produced equally in jets 

containing primary ii and d(8)  quarks, then we would expect to observe normalized 
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differences of 0.13 for the mesons, due to the 22:17 production ratio for Zo + &-(.E) : 

Zo + uii. Our data are more consistent with 0, = 0 than 0, = 0.13 over the entire 

measured zp range, suggeeting some dilution of leading pions for zp 5 0.7. The effects 

of resonance decays such (LS the po might be one source of dilution. Our measured 

DK values above zp E 0.2 are consistently above 0.13, indicating both that i )  there is 

leading kaon production at high momentum, and i i)  leading kaons are produced more 
often in 8s' events than in uii events. 

5 Summary 

We have studied leading particle effects in hadronic Zo decays produced by e+e' in- 

teractions at the SLAC Linear Collider. The large electron beam polarization per- 

mits high-purity tagging of quark and antiquark jets via the electroweak production 

asymmetry. Impact parameters measured in the Vertex Detector are used to select 

light-flavor quark jets, and the identification of charged hadrons in the jets is achieved 

with the Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector. A l a  are identified by the charge of the 

high-momentum track in the VO reconstruction. 

In the light quark jets, we observe an excess of A over a, and an excess of p over jj. 

These differences increase with momentum, and provide direct evidence for the "leading 

particle" hypothesis that faster baryons are more likely to contain the primary quark. 

No such difference is observed between z- and ?r+ production. For kaons, we observe a 

significant excess of high momentum K- over K+, indicating that a fast kaon is likely 

to contain a primary quark (or antiquark) from the Zo decay, and that leading K* are 
produced predominantly in sa' events rather than uii events. 
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Figure 1: Differential production rates as a function of scaled momentum for (a) 7r- 

and &, (b) K- and K+, (c) p and p, and (d) A and A. The ordinates represent average 

multiplicities per light quark jet per unit interval in scaled momentum. 15 
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